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Cathedrals discovery continues to confound the “experts”
Recommendation

The discovery of nickel-copper-cobalt-platinum group metals (PGM) mineralisation in
the Cathedrals Belt in the Mt Alexander Project of St George Mining (SGQ) in the
Laverton district of Western Australia is a very exciting one that clearly represents a
quite different geological setting for nickel sulphide mineralisation in the Eastern
Goldfields of WA. The high grade nature of the discovery could represent the best
example of a Raglan-style deposit in the country. While it is still early days, the nature
of the nickel mineralisation at Cathedrals has surprised and confounded many nickel
“experts”. This is particularly as the mineralisation, which seems to be recrystallized
and to occur in clusters of mostly massive pentlandite, is within ultramafics oriented in
an east-northeast direction and not in the usual north-north-west orientation of virtually
all of the known and often very substantial komatiitic nickel sulphide deposits in WA’s
Eastern Goldfields. Very high metallurgical recoveries are indicated by initial testwork.
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Geophysics points the way
Geophysics has been an integral part of the exploration in the Cathedrals Belt, with
electromagnetic (EM) methods assuming a very important role. With ultramafics in the
Cathedrals Belt often occurring as relatively small windows in a dominantly granitic
terrain that is obscured by cover, EM methods have been used to target the initial
holes that have achieved a very high success rate at intersecting significant zones of
shallow massive nickel sulphides. Recent more extensive and higher powered EM
surveys using the Samson technology have identified multiple new and likely deeper
conductors currently being tested by a major drilling program that began recently.

Significant gold potential now getting the drill’s attention
SGQ has built up significant gold interests in the prolific gold-bearing district of East
Laverton where its recent work, which builds on the results of previous explorers, has
defined a multitude of attractive drill targets. The company has identified multiple gold
prospects across its significant tenement position which have favourable structural,
alteration and geochemical features indicative of the presence of large gold systems.
Drilling of the highest priority targets has just begun.

Nickel price suffering from laterite production and high stocks
Nickel stocks are at very high levels in absolute terms and relative to other base
metals due to the strong growth in lateritic nickel output related to Asian nickel pig iron
production. The nickel price has been declining since its recent peak at US$5.32/lb in
November 2015 but we see it recovering to around US$7/lb over the next few years.
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Drilling of EM conductors has discovered significant amounts of shallow, high grade
nickel-copper-cobalt-PGM mineralisation in the Cathedrals Belt, which is being
followed up by the initial 2017 drilling program on multiple additional EM targets.
SGQ’s Mt Alexander nickel mineralisation differentiates itself by occurring in a very
different (Raglan-like) geological setting than most WA nickel sulphide deposits and by
having a potentially viable path to commercialisation now. Our assessed valuation of
SGQ is $0.26 per share based on its exploration potential, mainly for nickel but also for
gold, and accordingly we initiate coverage with a Speculative Buy recommendation.
DISCLAIMER AND DISCLOSURES
THIS REPORT MUST BE READ WITH THE DISCLAIMER AND DISCLOSURES ON PAGE 20 THAT FORM
PART OF IT. DISCLOSURE: BELL POTTER SECURITIES ACTED AS LEAD MANAGER TO THE $6.5M
PLACEMENT IN AUGUST 2016 AND RECEIVED FEES FOR THAT SERVICE.
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Nickel success by drilling EM conductors
BHP made initial Mt Alexander discovery; SGQ made many more
SGQ has three principal projects – Mt Alexander, Hawaii and East Laverton - all located in
the northern part of the Eastern Goldfields of Western Australia (Figure 1).
The company’s Mt Alexander Project is in the East Laverton district in the world class
Agnew-Wiluna nickel belt in WA (Figure 2). It originally attracted the attention of BHP
Billiton (BHP), which discovered shallow high grade nickel-copper-PGM sulphides at the
Cathedrals Prospect in 2008 and held the area until 2016. BHP’s high grade discoveries at
Cathedrals were made by drilling co-incident electromagnetic (EM) and magnetic
anomalies associated with nickel-PGM-enriched gossans. The discovery holes intersected
4m at 4.9% nickel, 1.7% copper and 3.9g/t PGM from 91.4m down hole in hole MAD012
and 3m at 3.8% nickel, 1.6% copper and 2.7g/t PGM from 56.3m in hole MAD013.
BHP “lost interest” in Mt Alexander when its nickel “bubble” deflated
SGQ acquired BHP’s 75% interest in tenement E29/638 of the Mt Alexander Project in
January 2016 for $0.3m cash plus the granting of conditional off-take rights and two
royalties and it also paid $0.25m in SGQ shares to Western Areas NL (ASX – WSA, Buy)
in return for WSA not exercising its pre-emptive right over the BHP interest. WSA has a
25% non-contributing interest in the E29/638 tenement until there is a decision to mine.
We believe that despite its early success at Mt Alexander, (which occurred around the time
when BHP had a very strong corporate focus on nickel and it appeared prominently at the
time in its project presentation “bubble” charts), BHP’s interest in Mt Alexander rapidly
waned as the corporation drastically scaled back its nickel focus, divesting its
Ravensthorpe nickel laterite project and curtailing nickel exploration. Prior to acquiring its
interest in E29/638 from BHP, SGQ had acquired 100% of an exploration tenement to the
north (E29/548) from BHP, so along with 100% of another two granted tenements and an
2
application, SGQ now controls a total of about 250km of ground covering the Cathedrals
Belt and the Mt Alexander Greenstone Belt (Fig 3 over page), where it is the manager and
its exploration in 2016 has discovered additional zones of shallow, high grade nickelcopper-PGM mineralisation over a strike length of 3.5km in the Cathedrals Belt.
Figure 1 - Map showing location of SGQ's projects in the Yilgarn of W.A.

Figure 2 – Magnet image map of Mt Alexander Project

SOURCE: ST GEORGE MINING LTD
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Figure 3 - Map of nickel sulphide discoveries at Mt Alexander Project

SOURCE: ST GEORGE MINING LTD

NOTE: E29/972 IS AN APPLICATION WHICH COVERS AN AREA OF ABOUT 53KM2 TO THE WEST AND NORTH
OF E29/638, E29548 AND E29/954

High success rate drilling EM targets until at Cathedrals East, still to be resolved
SGQ has put its faith in the application of increasingly high powered surface EM surveys
(including Samson late-time, fixed loop and fixed receiver equipment and configurations) to
identify multiple discrete EM anomalies. The company has had a very high rate of success
at discovering high grade nickel-copper-PGM sulphide mineralisation by drilling successive
EM targets on the Cathedrals Belt. We note that until very recently, SGQ had drilled a
string of about 15 straight EM targets that yielded intersections of such mineralisation,
which has been defined in three main areas within the Cathedrals trend – Investigators (13
holes with massive nickel-copper sulphides), Stricklands (7 holes with massive nickelcopper sulphides) and Cathedrals (12 holes with massive nickel-copper sulphides)
(Figures 3 and 4 over page). The first hole (MAD64) that was recently drilled at the
Cathedrals East Prospect, located 8.8km to the east of nickel mineralisation at the
Cathedrals Prospect, to test a late-time Samson conductor (Figure 5 over page) associated
with a prominent magnetic anomaly could not explain the target EM plate modelled with its
high conductivity of 11,649 Siemens. A down hole EM (DHEM) survey has recently been
completed in MAD64 and further focused ground EM surveys have been done to aid in
constraining the Samson anomaly. SGQ plans to do follow-up drilling when the results of
these latest EM surveys have been interpreted.
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Figure 4 - High resolution magnetic map of Cathedrals Belt showing drill hole locations

SOURCE: ST GEORGE MINING LTD

NOTE: $M = MASSIVE NICKEL-COPPER SULPHIDES

Figure 5 – Plan showing very strong Samson EM anomaly at the Cathedrals Prospect

SOURCE: ST GEORGE MINING
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Cathedrals mineralisation is “different” but seemingly persistent
The nickel-copper-cobalt-PGM sulphide mineralisation in the three main locations in the
Cathedrals Belt – namely at the Investigators, Stricklands and Cathedrals Prospects –
appears to occur as remobilised and recrystallized massive ± matrix, blebby and
disseminated nickel-copper-cobalt-PGM bearing sulphides that we interpret occurs at or
close to the base of an approximately 30 - 50m thick, apparently upwards facing ultramafic
sequence within a large and possibly flat-lying granite intrusion as indicated by the
company’s interpreted cross section from drilling at the Cathedrals Prospect (Figure 6).
While the occurrence of nickel sulphides in close association with a granite host is not
particularly unusual – being similar to the situation at the Flying Fox mine of WSA – but the
approximately east-west strike of and the flat-dipping orientation of the ultramafics that host
the mineralisation in the Cathedrals Belt is quite different from most other nickel sulphide
deposits in the Eastern Goldfields of WA.
Figure 6 - Cross section of Cathedrals Prospect nickel mineralisation

SOURCE: ST GEORGE MINING

Cathedrals Belt nickel mineralisation has similarities to Raglan style deposits
The east-west strike of the ultramafics that host mineralisation is thought to be related to a
major tectonic structure in the region, which has controlled the localisation of the
mineralisation. The relatively high PGM content of the nickel mineralisation at the three
main Cathedrals prospects is also different from the normal komatiitic nickel mineralisation
of the Eastern Goldfields and along with the possibility that the mineralisation occurs in a
series of possibly linked and generally modest sized high grade lenses or “puddles” along
a major trend at Cathedrals points to the possibility that the mineralisation is similar to the
Raglan style of nickel mineralisation, which occurs as small to medium sized channels or
pods in komatiitic high magnesium lavas and basalts along an approximately 65km long
east-west striking zone in the Cape Smith Belt of northern Quebec in Canada.
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East Laverton
2

SGQ’s East Laverton Project is a large tenement position covering over 2,000km located
about 230km north-east of Kalgoorlie and 150km south-east of Laverton in the Eastern
Goldfields of WA. The company’s project contains several major regional faults such as
the Minigwal, Stella Range and Eastern Fault and a northeast-southwest oriented series of
tensional faults with the main one that bisects the project area called the Churchill
Lineament (Figure 7). These northeast-southwest faults are regarded as significant
influences on the multiple occurrences of nickel sulphide, gold and volcanogenic massive
sulphide mineralisation in the district. SGQ has added to the original tenements, which
contain historical gold, nickel and copper projects, since acquiring them in 2009.
Figure 7 – Map of SGQ’s East Laverton Project area

SOURCE: ST GEORGE MINING LTD

The company has identified multiple priority gold and nickel targets and has recently
commenced a 6,000m RC drilling program on gold targets as follows:


Cambridge Prospect is defined by a large (5km by 2km) dunite body occurs and EM
surveys have identified several anomalies. Previous drilling has intersected minor
amounts of nickel sulphide with PGM mineralisation and multiple gold intercepts of over
0.5g/t have also been made. Four gold targets are being tested;



Desert Dragon-Windsor: Covers strike extent of at least 10km of ultramafic. Previous
drilling by BHP under a now-concluded farm-in agreement intersected a thick zone of
disseminated nickel sulphide mineralisation with PGM enrichment that contained an
intersection of 30m averaging 0.31% nickel including 6m averaging 0.48% nickel and
another intersection of 18m averaging 0.40% nickel including 4m averaging 0.57%
nickel in two holes that were 7km apart and at Desert Dragon, multiple intersections of
over 0.5g/t gold have been made;



Bristol: Defined by a strong total magnetic intensity (TMI) anomaly occurring over a
7km strike extent over moderate to high MgO ultramafics, previous drilling intersected
minor amounts of nickel sulphides with anomalous levels of PGMs in rocks with
nickel:chrome ratios of greater than 1 (which are indicative of komatiitic lava channels)
and has intersected multiple intersections of greater than 0.5g/t gold;



Athena: Located along the Minigwal Belt and on the significant Churchill Lineament
and displaying a strong TMI response, there are thick and extensive moderate to high-
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MgO ultramafics with nickel:chrome ratios greater than 1 and associated sulphidic
sediments and PGM enrichment; and



Cambridge North Prospect is interpreted from a strong TMI response as a very thick
ultramafic zone covering over 5km of strike in the northern extension of the Stella
Range Belt. Shallow historical drilling are interpreted to have intersected supergene
gold on the eastern side of the anomaly, with a best intersection of 3m at 0.97g/t gold
from 27m within a larger halo of 10m at 0.37g/t gold.



Ascalon, Aphrodite, Bristol South and Oxford are other targets in the area.

Drilling for nickel at Windsor Prospect doesn’t yet explain strong EM anomaly
SGQ recently began a drilling program to test for nickel sulphide mineralisation identified
by previous drilling in a thick ultramafic unit (Figure 8) and which is related to a new strong
(210,000 Siemens) EM conductor at the Windsor Prospect in the East Laverton Project
area. Initial RC drilling of the target could not be completed because of unstable ground
conditions and a subsequent diamond drill hole (WINDD005) was completed to a downhole
depth of 150m that passed through a thick ultramafic unit from 61 – 142m but failed to
intersect any material that could explain the strong EM anomaly. Two strong off-hole EM
conductors were identified by DHEM surveys of WINDD005 (Figure 9) and they are
currently being tested by ongoing drilling after a delay caused by mechanical issues.
Figure 8 – Cross section of Windsor nickel prospect

SOURCE: ST GEORGE MINING LTD

Figure 9 - Plan showing location of off-hole EM conductors at WINDD005

SOURCE: ST GEORGE MINING

Hawaii
SGQ acquired the Hawaii Project from BHP in October 2015. It is located about 25km to
the north of the Mt Alexander Project and 50km to the west of the Sinclair nickel mine and
concentrator owned by Talisman Mining (ASX – TLM, Speculative Buy), and it is 90km
south of the Cosmos mine and concentrator owned by WSA (Figure 10 over page). The
important regional Mt Ida Fault traverses the company’s tenements. BHP carried out
shallow reconnaissance aircore drilling in 2012 which discovered over 5km of moderate to
high MgO ultramafics adjacent to the Ida Fault. This area was previously interpreted as
granite, so the discovery of prospective ultramafics has significantly enhanced the area’s
prospectivity. SGQ has been increasing its ground-based exploration activities recently as
part of its work on ranking multiple potential nickel sulphide and gold mineralisation targets
for drilling in the area.
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Figure 10 - Magnetics map showing location of Hawaii Project

SOURCE: ST GEORGE MINING
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Valuations based on exploration potential
Our valuation of SGQ (Table 2) principally reflects our assessment of the prospectivity of
the Mt Alexander Nickel Project. Key aspects of our Mt Alexander valuation are:


We estimate that there could be a potential total resource of at least 2.5Mt averaging
2.7% nickel, 1.1% copper and 2.8g/t PGM in the three prospects of Investigators,
Stricklands and Cathedrals (but principally in Cathedrals) for about 67kt of contained
nickel, 27kt of contained copper and 68koz of contained PGM, (which we have
assumed is approximately 40% platinum and 60% palladium);



From that resource estimate, we have estimated that there could be a potential mining
inventory of about 2.1Mt averaging 2.45% nickel, 1.0% copper and 2.5g/t PGM
containing about 51kt of nickel. After development capital costs (including some
contribution to nickel processing plant refurbishment) of $17m, this mining inventory is
mined by shallow open pits at a rate of 350ktpa to produce about 7.5ktpa of nickel,
3.2ktpa of copper and 21.2koz of PGM in concentrate over a 6 year mine life starting in
mid-2020 from processing at a nearby (approx. 90km by road) nickel processing plant
on a toll milling basis. Either a single concentrate, or if separate nickel and copper
concentrates are made, the nickel and copper concentrates would then be sold to BHP
under the terms of the arrangement with them and would be railed from Leonora to
BHP’s Kalgoorlie Nickel Smelter;



We are using our long term forecast prices for nickel of US$7.10/lb; for copper of
US$3.10/lb; US$1,300/oz for platinum; and US$820/oz for palladium and our long term
US$/$A exchange rate of 0.75;



Potential C1 cash costs of US$4.88/lb (after by-product credits) and all in sustaining
costs of US$5.59/lb (also after by-product credits) are estimated; and



After applying a 70% discount to the net present value (NPV) of the potential cash flows
using a 10% discount rate from the above mining scenario and allowing for exploration
value in the adjoining tenements, we estimate a value of $74m for SGQ’s interest in the
Mt Alexander Project.

Key aspects of the valuations of the other assets of SGQ are:


Estimated values for the East Laverton Project, Hawaii Project and other mineral
interests of $5m, $2m and $1m respectively;



Corporate costs of $10m; and



Net cash balance of $5.6m at 31 March 2017.

Our valuations (Table 2) are equity adjusted to take into consideration the likely impact of
additional equity that we have assumed that SGQ raises in FY18 (Table 1). We have
conservatively assumed that this raising will be done at the same share price as the
current share price, even though we would actually expect the development studies such
as ongoing exploration success at Mt Alexander and the company’s other exploration
projects, which will enhance the value of these projects. A successfully de-risked project
provides the potential for a higher share price over time.
Table 1 - Forecast additional equity to be raised over the next few years
Year to June
Net amount to be raised1 ($ m)

2018e
6.7

Share price assumed ($)

0.10

Number of shares to be issued (m)

70.0

Total number of shares on issue at year end(m)
SOURCE: BELL POTTER SECURITIES

320.4
NOTE 1. AFTER CAPITAL RAISING COSTS
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Our SGQ valuations (Table 2) are dominated by the estimate for the Mt Alexander Project.
Our Mt Alexander Project valuation is based on a risk-weighted NPV methodology related
to a potential toll-treatment based mining operation as described above. Our valuations for
SGQ’s other exploration assets in WA are based on our estimates, which are related to
anomaly size and features, and geological characteristics.
Our valuations for SGQ’s mineral assets and total company are $81m and $84m
respectively, which for the valuation of the total company is equivalent to $0.26 per share
(Table2).
Table 2 - Summary valuations for SGQ
Valuation
Assets
Project – Mt Alexander (75% in E29/638; 100% in all others) 3

$ m1

$/share1,2

74

0.23

- East Laverton (100%)

5

0.01

- Hawaii (100%)

2

0.01

- Other mineral interests (100%)

1

0.00

- Total mineral interests

81

0.25

Corporate

(10)

(0.03)

Enterprise Value

71

0.22

13

0.04

84

0.26

Net Cash

3

TOTAL ASSETS
SOURCE: BELL POTTER SECURITIES ESTIMATES

NOTES: 1. MAY NOT ADD DUE TO ROUNDING AND DILUTION EFFECTS
2. BASED ON DILUTIVE CAPITAL OF 323.9M SHARES (INCLUDES EXERCISE OF 3.5M
OPTIONS THAT ARE IN THE MONEY AT THE VALUATION AND FROM ASSUMED EQUITY
RAISING)
3. BASED ON ESTIMATED CASH BALANCE AT 31 MARCH 2017; ALSO INCLUDES
CASH FROM EXERCISE OF OPTIONS AND FROM ASSUMED EQUITY RAISING
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It’s all the nickel laterite producers’ fault
Nickel stockpiles keep growing, not helped by weaker Chinese stainless demand
Even higher nickel laterite production is overwhelming rising demand for nickel applications
from sulphides, leading to further growth in already large nickel stockpiles that are not far
below all-time highs and are continuing to exert downward pressure on the nickel price.
The rising nickel laterite production comes after the Philippines, which has become by far
the dominant source of nickel laterite for nickel pig iron (NPI), has overturned their previous
plan for wide scale open pit mine closures and Indonesia has indicated it will relax its ban
on exports of unprocessed ores and has started to grant export permits for nickel laterite
ore to Indonesian companies. The expanded scope for more NPI production from
increased nickel laterite supply comes as China is experiencing a decline in stainless steel
demand, which is leading to a build-up in visible nickel stocks on terminal exchanges.
Current nickel stocks are 376kt, which is up 4% from the recent low of 360kt in October
2016 but is 3% down from the recent peak of 387kt in March 2017 and is 20% below the
all-time peak of around 470kt in April 2015 (Figure 11). Compared to stocks of other base
metals in terms of days of supply, however, nickel stocks are dramatically higher than all
the others currently. Reflecting the current high nickel stocks situation, the Shanghai
Futures Exchange (SFE) has recently approved an additional three warehouses for
delivery of nickel, adding a further 30kt of storage capacity to take its total to 166kt.
Current SFE nickel stocks stand at 78kt.
Figure 11 - Chart of LME nickel stocks since 1998

SOURCE: INFOMINE.COM

Revamped Chinese stainless steel capacity = more nickel
demand?
Chinese stainless steel capacity is being expanded even though demand in the December
2016 quarter was weaker due to falling prices and high stocks. A new 1.1Mtpa stainless
steel plant is to be built by Jiangsu Delong Nickel Industry Co (Delong Nickel) in
Yangcheng, replacing an existing but closed 1.4Mtpa plant in Xuzhou City that is being
dismantled and output from Delong Nickel’s 2mtpa capacity stainless steel plant that was
dismantled six months ago on government orders.
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Delong Nickel is China's third biggest nickel pig iron producer, just behind Tsingshan
Group and Shandong Xinhai Technology Co. Delong Nickel can produce 60,000-70,000
tpm of NPI with 10% nickel content at full capacity. However, Delong Nickel has produced
only around 30,000 tpm of NPI recently due to low nickel prices. Delong Nickel is also
building a rotary kiln electric furnace (RKEF) plant to produce NPI in Indonesia, with
ultimate capacity to produce 1Mtpa of NPI with 10% nickel content. Delong's first 33,000
kva electric arc furnace in the RKEF plant was successfully put into operation in April 2017.
Nickel price struggling but recovery back to around US$7/lb still expected
After reaching a recent high of US$11,735/t (US$5.32/lb) in November 2016 under the
influence of a potential threat of wide scale open pit mine closures in the Philippines, the
nickel price has fallen 26% and retraced to around its 12-month low of US$8,715/t
(US$3.95/lb) (Figure 12). The current nickel price of around US$8,970/t (US$4.07/lb) is
struggling under the impact of high nickel stocks and weaker Chinese stainless demand.
Meanwhile, the growing demand for nickel in a range of lithium-ion batteries, which is
occurring off a relatively small base, is expected to become increasingly important. The
expected strong growth in nickel demand for the widely forecast strong and sustained
growth in lithium-ion batteries is set to underpin higher nickel prices, especially as
improving growth in the USA and Europe is expected to lead to renewed growth in nickel
for stainless steel. These combined factors are expected to lead to higher nickel prices
over the next few years. We are forecasting that nickel prices will recover to around
US$7.10/lb by the second half of 2019.
Figure 12 - Chart of LME nickel price (in US dollars)

SOURCE: IRESS

Hope for sulphide nickel as NPI not suited for growing lithium-ion battery manufacture

Although the individual amounts of nickel used in a number of the new generation of
lithium-ion batteries is relatively little, demand for these new batteries is continuing to grow
strongly for a wide range of applications from portable electric devices to electric vehicles
and wall storage. The principal nickel-bearing lithium-ion battery types include lithium
nickel cobalt aluminium oxide (known as NCA) and lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide
(known as NMC). The other nickel-bearing battery type is the nickel metal hydride (NMH),
which have been around for many years. The nickel used in the manufacture of these
nickel-bearing batteries is usually required to be in the elemental or oxide form, meaning
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nickel in the form of NPI, where the nickel occurs as an alloy of iron, is not suited for
battery manufacture. Nickel for battery manufacture generally must come from the
processing of nickel sulphide or from certain lateritic nickel processes that produce
elemental briquettes or suitable nickel sulphides or oxide products.
Philippines set to stay largest nickel producer, Indonesia fastest growing producer
Recent nickel production data indicates that world nickel output will exceed demand for the
first time since 2013, driven by a moderation in Indonesia’s export ban. The Philippines is
forecast to remain the world’s largest nickel producer over the next four years with
production in that country set to stay at high levels after the removal of the previously antimining Environment Minister, Gina Lopez (Figure 13). Besides potentially increasing its
nickel laterite output, Indonesia is also continuing to grow its NPI production by actively
adding additional NPI capacity to consume larger amounts of domestic nickel laterite.
World nickel production forecast to grow strongly out to 2021
World nickel production is forecast to grow at an annual rate of 3.4% out to 2021 under the
influence of rising stainless steel demand and rising demand for nickel in new generation
batteries. The forecast of strongly rising nickel production from Indonesia over the next
four years sees that country expected to lead the growth in production (Figure 14) but
expanded nickel production is also expected to come over that period from Australia and
Canada.

Figure 13 - Forecast nickel output by producing countries

SOURCE: BMI/USGS, MINING.COM

Figure 14 – Forecast growth in Indonesian mine production of nickel

SOURCE: BMI/USGS, MINING.COM
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Mt Alexander set to move SGQ up
“league” ladder of rivals
We have identified ten other junior ASX-listed exploration companies which are broadly
comparable to SGQ in that they have market capitalisations of less than $50m and have
significant nickel interests (Table 5). Seven of the comparable companies have nickel
Mineral Resources of which two are large laterite deposits (the Kalgoorlie deposit of Ardea
Resources and the NiWest deposit of GME Resources) and the others are sulphide
deposits. Like SGQ, three of the other comparable companies have made significant high
grade nickel sulphide intersections. Although SGQ does not have a JORC Resource yet, it
has progressed quite rapidly towards the point where it could be ready to make a Resource
Estimate in the near future. The multiple shallow high grade nickel intercepts that the
company has had at its Cathedrals Prospect indicate it is progressing towards having a
meaningful zone of mineralisation that warrants a resource estimation as it demonstrates a
significant extent and continuity for the high grade nickel-copper-cobalt-PGM
mineralisation.

Table 5 – Comparable financial and nickel deposit metrics for junior nickel companies
Company

ASX

Share

Mkt Cap
($m)

Nickel Resources

Net
Cash

EV

($m)

($m)

Other Significant Assets
Main Nickel Project

Code

Price ($)

Nickel (kt)

Ave Ni (%)

Ardea Resources

ARL

0.57

42

4

38

Kalgoorlie (WA)

5,637

0.7

Lewis Ponds project (NSW)

Cassini Resources

CZI

0.05

15

3

12

Nebo-Babel (WA)

833

0.4

Succoth copper deposit (WA)

Corazon Mining

CZN

0.01

13

4

9

Lynn Lake (Canada)

Cullen Resources

CUL

0.00

2

1

1

Mt Eureka (WA)

83

0.9

Mt Gilmore cobalt-copper-gold (NSW)

Duketon Mining

DKM

0.15

15

5

10

Duketon (WA)

71

0.9

Duketon gold project (WA)

GME Resources

GME

0.06

28

3

25

NiWest (WA)

830

1.0

Golden Cliffs gold (WA)

Poseidon Nickel

POS

0.02

20

(23)

43

Mt Windarra (WA)

72

1.6

Lake Johnston, Black Swan nickel WA

Rox Resources

RXL

0.01

16

15

1

Fisher East (WA)

51

2.5

Mt Fisher gold (WA); Bonya copper (SA)

S2 Resources

S2R

0.16

38

20

19

Taipan (WA)

High grade intersections

Polar Bear (WA); Scandinavian base metals

St George Mining

SGQ

0.10

25

6

19

Mt Alexander (WA)

High grade intersections

East Laverton gold-nickel project (WA)

Talisman Mining

TLM

0.24

44

14

30

Sinclair (WA)

High grade intersections

Monty copper-gold (WA); Sinclair infrastructure

High grade intersections

West Pilbara iron ore project (WA)

SOURCE: COMPANY DATA AND BELL POTTER SECURITIES ESTIMATES
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Capital Structure and major shareholders
Capital Structure
SGQ currently has 250.4m shares and 51.5m unlisted options on issue, the vast majority of
which (47.4m) are exercisable at $0.20 by 30 June 2017 and which are all currently out of
the money (Table 3).
Table 3 - SGQ capital structure
Issued shares m
Share price $/sh
Market cap $m
Net cash1 $m
EV (undiluted) $m

250.4
0.10

Options (in the money) m
Issued shares (diluted) m

0
250.4

25
6
19

Market cap (diluted) $m
Net cash + options $m
EV (diluted) $m
SOURCE: COMPANY DATA AND BELL POTTER SECURITIES ESTIMATES

25
6
19
NOTE 1. BASED ON CASH AT 31/3/2017

Major shareholders
SGQ does not have any substantial shareholders, but it has four significant shareholders,
including its Executive Chairman (Table 4).
Table 4 - SGQ shareholder structure
Major shareholders
Impulzive
City Natural Resources
Oceanic Capital
Directors and Management
Other
Total

million shares
11.3
10.0
7.5
15.0
206.5
250.4

% of total
5
4
3
6
77
100

SOURCE: IRESS, COMPANY DATA AND BELL POTTER SECURITIES ESTIMATES
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Directors and Management
Directors
John Prineas is the Executive Chairman. John is a founding shareholder and director of
the company. He has over 25 years of experience in the banking and legal sectors,
including a period as the head of Dresdner Bank AG in Australia. After commencing his
career as a lawyer at Allen, Allen & Hemsley, where he gained extensive experience in
commercial transactions and corporate advice in Australia and the Asia-Pacific region, he
joined Dresdner Bank AG in Sydney and over the next 10 years occupied the roles of
General Counsel, Chief Operating Officer and Country Head with a focus on project and
acquisition finance for resources and infrastructure projects as well as associated capital
markets and treasury products, including commodities trading. John has a diverse range of
high level experience in finance, mining and corporate governance.
Tim Hronsky is an Executive Director. Tim is a geologist with over twenty years
international experience in the mineral exploration and mining industry, including 15 years
with Placer Dome Inc. After graduating from the West Australian School of Mines, Tim
began his career in a number of operational roles before shifting to exploration where he
was the Exploration Manager (Asia) for Placer Dome. Subsequently he undertook a
number of corporate roles related to business improvement, risk management and
assurance. More recently, he has been providing consulting services to a range of clients
in the global exploration and mining industry. Previously, Tim was a founding director of
Emmerson Resources (ASX: ERM, not rated) and a non-executive director of A1 Minerals
Ltd (now known as Stone Resources Australia, ASX: SHK, not rated).
Sarah Shipway is a Non-Executive Director and Company Secretary. Sarah is a
Chartered Accountant with extensive experience in advising on ASX company listings,
financial
reporting,
corporate
planning
and
equity
and
debt
funding.
She was appointed to the Board on 11 June 2015 and has been Company Secretary of the
Company since 22 March 2012.

Senior Management
Matthew McCarthy is Exploration Manager. Matthew is an experienced geologist with
over 15 years of experience in nickel, gold and base metal exploration in Western
Australia. He was appointed Exploration Manager in September 2015 and is a Member of
the Australian Institute of Geoscientists and a Fellow of the Society of Economic
Geologists. Mr. McCarthy has a BSc (Hons) in Geology from the University of Western
Australia. Prior to joining SGQ, Matthew worked for BHP Billiton and was instrumental in
the discovery of massive nickel sulphides at the Cathedrals Prospect.
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St George Mining Ltd (SGQ)
Company description
SGQ is a nickel and gold exploration company which listed in November 2010. It has three
principal projects in the northern part of the Eastern Goldfields in the Yilgarn Craton of
Western Australia. The company acquired a 75% interest (and is the manager of) the joint
venture with midcap nickel producer WSA in the central tenement of the Mt Alexander
Project near Leonora in January 2016 containing the east-striking Cathedrals Belt. BHP
discovered shallow high grade massive nickel-copper-PGM sulphides in the Cathedrals
Belt in 2008 but it failed to capitalise on that after a change in corporate strategy stymied
exploration and led them to sell their interest to SGQ in 2016, leaving it to SGQ to drill
multiple occurrences of similar mineralisation in 2016 based on successful EM targeting
that has disclosed that high grade shallow nickel-copper-PGMs occurs over a strike length
of 3.5km at three main prospects – Investigators, Stricklands and Cathedrals. SGQ also
2
has 100% of four adjoining tenements, giving it a controlling interest in about 250km that
makes up the Mt Alexander Project and includes the north-north-west striking Mt Alexander
Greenstone Belt that also contains nickel sulphide mineralisation. SGQ owns 100% of the
East Laverton Project located about 150km south-east of Laverton, which is prospective for
nickel and gold and is currently undergoing a major drilling program. The company also
owns 100% of the Hawaii Project, which contains the Mt Ida Fault and is located about
25km north of the Mt Alexander Project.

Investment Thesis – Speculative Buy, Valuation $0.26/sh (initiation)
Drilling of EM conductors has discovered significant amounts of shallow, high grade nickelcopper-cobalt-PGM mineralisation in the Cathedrals Belt, which is being followed up by the
initial 2017 drilling program on multiple additional EM targets. SGQ’s Mt Alexander nickel
mineralisation differentiates itself by occurring in a very different (Raglan-like) geological
setting than most WA nickel sulphide deposits and by having a potentially viable path to
commercialisation now. Our assessed valuation of SGQ is $0.26 per share based on its
exploration potential, mainly for nickel but also for gold, and accordingly we initiate
coverage with a Speculative Buy recommendation.

Valuation
Our valuation of SGQ is based on a sum-of-the-parts set of valuations for the mineral
assets of the company along with an estimate for corporate costs and a net cash
component. The Mt Alexander Project valuation is based on a heavily risked, discounted
cash flow estimate of a potential modest scale mining operation centred on the Cathedrals
mineralisation that is trucked to a nearby processing plant for toll milling. SGQ’s other
mineral assets have been ascribed estimated valuations related to their geological
characteristics and potential to host economically significant mineralisation. The net cash
component of the valuation is the sum of the current net cash position plus cash from the
dilutive exercise of options that are in-the-money at the valuation and net cash from an
assumed equity raising over the next year or so that is assumed to be done at the current
share price. The valuation per share is determined by dividing the above determined total
valuation by the total number of shares made up of the currently issued shares plus the
assumed dilutive options and the shares from the assumed equity raising. While the listed
options that expire on 30 June 2017 with an exercise price of $0.20 are dilutive at the
valuation, we have not included them in the diluting share capital as we see virtually no
likelihood of them being exercised.
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Risks
The key risks for resources investments include, but are not limited to:


Commodity price volatility: Notwithstanding the relatively liquid nature of base and
precious metals markets, they can be subject to wide fluctuations in price, particularly
during more difficult economic times or major world events. Associated with metal price
volatility are potentially different metal prices and foreign exchange rate outcomes to
our forecasts.



Lack of exploration success: The difficulty of exploring in the Yilgarn district of WA,
where SGQ has its areas, is related to the fact that the region has variable sand,
sandstone and/or laterite cover that overlies the geologically complex Archaean
bedrock which hosts mineralisation. This means that there is often little or no outcrop
and further complexity comes from the nature of the Archaean bedrock, which has
suffered variable alteration and weathering and may contain greater than expected
geological complexities that may be difficult to resolve without extensive drilling
programs and may inhibit the definition of adequate resources and reserves.



Lack of funding: Exploration companies generally do not have a source of revenue
and so they require access to funding to enable them to carry out adequate exploration
and related development activities in order to continue to develop their operations.



Metallurgical issues: Preliminary metallurgical test work using standard grinding and
flotation techniques on samples of massive nickel-copper sulphide mineralisation from
the Mt Alexander Project has given very positive outcomes with encouragingly very
high nickel and copper recovery results and with no deleterious elements. Subsequent
more detailed metallurgical testwork may identify adverse metallurgical characteristics
that could need more complicated and expensive processing requirements.



Regulatory and social licence approvals: SGQ is not yet at the permitting stage for
any of its projects yet. While there are currently no indications there would be any
difficulties completing the necessary regulatory and social licence approvals processes
to enable a suitable potential mining and less likely to be needed processing operation
to be established (given availability of suitable nearby plants), prolonged delays can
sometimes result from unforeseen and relatively minor adverse regulatory issues and
from the need to progress the related negotiations in a very careful and sensitive
manner. Various stages of the regulatory approvals process can sometimes suffer
unforeseen delays related to changes in personnel involved or from the need to resolve
differences in interpretations. There may be some tenements in which the company
has an interest or may acquire an interest in future which may contain areas over which
legitimate common law native title rights of Aboriginal Australians exist. If native title
rights do exist, the ability of the company to gain access to such tenements (through
obtaining the consent of any relevant landowners) and to progress from the exploration
phase to the development and mining phases of operations may be affected.



Weather impacts: Cost overruns or operational delays can be caused by severe
weather events because site access may be restricted due to the unsealed nature of
roads and airstrips in the remote regions in which the company operates.



Inappropriate acquisitions: The acquisition of other assets can divert management
effort from the current focus and may yield inadequate returns.
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flows and/or a stressed balance sheet.
Such investments may carry an
exceptionally high level of capital risk and
volatility of returns.
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